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Organisation is everything 

Life is a continuous process of 

change. It may not always be 

about keeping things tidy, but 

organisation makes people’s 

lives easier, more efficient and 

safer. A good organisation 

system is necessary.
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Those who keep things tidy 

are in command of time and space.
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H+H SYSTEM´s

flexible sliding divider

Considering that space is 
always at a premium, 
making effective use of 
storage space is an 
absolute must. Using 
H+H SYSTEM components 
consistently can save up 
to 30% of storage space.

Space savings of up to 30 %  

thanks to H+H SYSTEM
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in the hospital

in the cupboard

in the refrigerator

in ISO modular trays 

in the safe

in the cart

in the pull-out shelf

in the nursing home

in the doctor´s office

in the poison cabinet

in the drawer

in the pharmacy
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One for all

The sliding divider at the centre.

In all areas.

Founded in 1973 by phar-

macists Heimo and Horst 

Hrovat, H+H SYSTEM, 

based in Strobl in Austria, 

is now a globally operating 

company. Dissatisfied with 

existing systems for organi-

sing and storing medicines, 

they came up with the idea 

of developing and patenting 

their very own system. Cut 

to the present day, and you 

have a business exporting a 

comprehensive and flexible 

range of dividers to more 

than 60 countries. Today 

you will find H+H SYSTEM’s 

flexible sliding divider in 

hospitals, laboratories, nur-

sing homes and pharmacies 

– in short, wherever medici-

nes and small parts need to 

be organised in a hygienic 

and clearly arranged man-

ner. With Heimo Hrovat Jr. 

at the helm, the company 

boasting facilities in Austria 

as well as the United States 

has grown to more than 50 

employees.

The diagram of the first sliding divider, 

patented in 1973. The basic design has 

not changed. Items can be sorted 

quickly, located safely, and the inven-

tory is always clearly arranged. 

H+H SYSTEM saves time and space.

Finding practical solutions 

to everyday problems 

Kur-Apotheke Mag. pharm. Heimo Hrovat
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On top of things 

by keeping things tidy
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The sliding divider in drawers

Anything is possible

Divider with slotted rail holder

Clear view, easy to operate, straight-

forward assembly.

The divider with slotted rail holder can 

be fitted into any drawer at various 

heights.

Divider with insert

The removable insert provides a clear 

view and allows for easy cleaning. 

Whether aluminium or plastic, the 

frames of the divider with insert are a 

perfect fit. 

Any width. Any height. Any depth.

H+H SYSTEM´s flexible divider 

saves up to 30 % space. 

Patented solution

The sliding divider is 

compatible with any product.
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AluCool® single drawer

The high conductivity of aluminium en-

sures optimum temperature distributi-

on throughout the refrigerator.

AluCool® drawer for blood bags

Perfect cooling and full view of the 

blood bags in the cooling area. 

H+H SYSTEM as an experienced 

specialist in the refrigerator sector

Flexible organisation for every refrigerator

H+H SYSTEM comes into its 

own in sensitive areas: high-

quality materials, handcrafted 

for optimum storage and safety. 

Plastic drawer

H+H SYSTEM harnesses all the mate-

rial benefits of plastic to manufacture 

grey, clear or coloured drawers in a 

wide range of hues. 

Drawer block and single drawer

A perfect interplay of 

two systems for any refrigerator.
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Dividers in any refrigerator

For medicines, blood and plasma
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H+H SYSTEM
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Everything in its place
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The modular tray system

Indispensable in hospitals
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H+H FlexBasket

Minimal dust accumulation and 

weight, ideal ventilation as an added 

benefit.

H+H FlexTray

Hygienic and leak-proof. Ideally suited 

for containers with liquids. 

H+H Wire Basket

Made of high-quality stainless steel or 

white Rilsan coating.  

Modular tray systems that meet 

ISO and DIN standards

Flexible and perfectly designed 

Extraordinary versatility

Even here, the sliding divider 

saves up to 30 % space.

Perfect view, perfect handling and 

perfect working. Whether on the 

shelf, in the cart or in the cupboard. 

Offering a whole host of labelling 

options. 

H+H FlexModul®

The all-time favourite among the 

modular tray system. A combination of 

tray and basket.
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Create the ultimate storage 

and logistics environment.

Infinite possibilities

The individual storage system

Made from high-grade aluminium.

Combined with the H+H FlexModul 

and accessories such as shelves, 

lids, sterilisation and heavy-duty 

drawers, a simple shelf becomes 

an extremely flexible work and 

storage system.
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From shelf to all-rounder

Storing, preparing, working

Assemble exactly to 
your preference
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The shelf divider

Everything in the right place
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Divider with shelf rail

Open at the front for easy, space-

saving access to items. 

Divider with angled shelf front

Attached to the front, the system 

prevents items from falling out. 

Divider with clear plastic rail U3

Clear plastic rail with sliding dividers 

is easy to remove to facilitate quick 

cleaning. 

Divider for the self-service and 

behind-the-counter area

Completely removable, clear display, 

immediately obvious when minimum 

stock level has been reached.

H+H SYSTEM as a leading shelf specialist

For storage and display purposes

Optimal overview everywhere 

Each shelf can be 

organised individually.  

Prevents products from tipping 

over or falling out. Clearly sorted 

and arranged, with a wide range 

of labelling options, the 

H+H SYSTEM shelf divider offers 

an unobstructed view and easy 

access not only to customers but 

also to storage room staff.  
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EAN QR RFID

Perfect combination

H+H SYSTEM´s products are 

a perfect fit for each other. 

Integration of inventory 

management systems.

Labels and card holders in 

various sizes, perfectly suited 

to any existing inventory man-

agement system. 

Finding instead of searching

Labelling and logistics 

for all storage systems

Card holders in various formats

For modular trays and drawers.

Cards for all card holders

Either labelled manually or printed with 

barcode. 

Labelling rail

Cards and labels can be organised 

in a clearly-arranged manner. 

Branding

Create your company logo using logo 

inserts. 
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Everything’s under control

From the organisational 

to the logistics system
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Perfection and Quality

Made in Austria
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H+H SYSTEM

One System

Two Locations

Sixty Countries

H+H SYSTEM GmbH
Wolfgangerstrasse 32

5350 Strobl /Austria

Phone: +43/6137 /21793-0

Fax: +43/6137 /21793-14

info@HHsystem.com

www.HHsystem.com
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